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Date of the workshop:
Venue:
Conveners:

23/04/2018
A J I E T, Seminar Hall 1st Floor, Mangalore
Dr. Nagesh H.R., HOD of Information Science Engineering
and
Dr. Anthony P J, HOD of Computer Science Engineering

Coordinators:

Mr. Madhu C K, Asst. Prof., Dept. of ISE,
Mr. Rakesh M R, Asst. Prof., Dept of ISE
II year Students of CSE, ISE and ECE branches
Developing security software for Automotive Systems

Participants:
Theme of the workshop
program:
Source of funding:
Website Link:
Google class Room:

Management, A.J Institute of Engineering and Technology,
Mangaluru.
carsoftwaresystems.com
Google class room code: 8cupte

Resource Persons Profile
Mr. Sudarshana Karkala Presently working as Technical Manager in McAfee Software
Security Private Limited, Bangalore. He is a Software Development Engineer with 13+
years of experience in mobile application development, which includes requirement
analysis, architectural design, development, integration, product management and
handling partner/consumer requirements/issues.
Proficient in Agile Scrum methodology. He had been a Scrum Master since 2010 and a
Certified Scrum Product Owner since 2014. Expert in iOS development. Also
experienced in cross platform mobile app development, which includes Android,
Windows and Web Apps. Passionate about innovative applications for Internet of
Things, Vehicle Telematics and Home Control Systems.
Research Interest Includes:
• Software Engineering (System Analysis & Product Design, Object Oriented Concepts)
• Internet Of Things (Smart Homes and Autonomous Vehicles)
• Mobile Application Development (iOS – Objective C, Swift Programming)
• Business Plan Development, Business Model Canvas
• Agile Scrum, Lean startup, Design Sprint and Waterfall methods
• Certified Scrum Product Owner and Scrum Master
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Mrs. Ashwini Sudarshana Research Engineer with 7+ years of experience in planning
and designing of wireless smart cities. Working with rural schools in helping them
upgrade to smart classrooms and educate students about new technology.
Specialties: - Telematics Engineering
- Intelligent Transportation Systems
- Apple Technologies (HomeKit, CarPlay)
- Google Technologies (Android Things, Android Auto)
- Entrepreneurship, Lean Startup, Agile Scrum
- Business Plan Development, Business Model Canvas

IOT Connected Cars
Technological innovation is rapidly changing the way we cooperate with our general
surroundings. Internet connected devices share information, images and internet
associated things with many more devices with a single click, work concurring to client
crave. Today’s whether forecasting, traffic monitoring, quality checking of a consumable
products to market where consumer buy products relays on technology. These are all the
illustrations of the Internet of things (IOT), interconnected devices where most of the
objects have a digital circuit’s presence and sensors ability to connect other objects and
people. Electric powered devices can be intelligent, connecting node in the IOT or within
any number of autonomous system such as cars, wearable technologies and home
automation system.
Core to automotive industry is now the third-largest group filing technology patents. And
connected cars are the third-fastest-growing technological device, after smart phones and
tablets, according to this Forbes article.
Telematics offerings expand daily, both in number and capabilities. Driven by consumer
demand for vehicles that extend the connected lifestyle, provide enhanced safety, and
reduce environmental impact, the market for in-vehicle telematics is surging.
Connected car or car connectivity comprises the set of functions and capabilities that
digitally links automobiles to drivers, services, and other automobiles. The various
features serve to optimize vehicle operation and maintenance as well as driver comfort
and convenience. This concept can be deftly adopted by using mechatronics, telematics
and artificial intelligence technologies to interact with the environment to provide greater
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safety, comfort and entertainment in vehicles. Example of connected car functionality
include
• Connected cars can send real time information in case of emergency to associated
groups to make quick decisions.
• Provides remote access and services such as start vehicle, door unlock, find my vehicle,
stolen car recovery and parking assistance.
• Smartphone based applications that would enhance usage of onboard infotainment
platforms.
Inauguration
The workshop was inaugurated by Mr. Sudarshana Karkala, Technical Manager,
McAfee Software Private Limited, Bangalore in presence of The Principal Dr.
Shantharama Rai C, AJIET, Mangaluru, Dr. Nagesh H R Professor & HOD of ISE and Dr.

Anthony P J Professor & HOD of CSE. In his inaugural address he explained how car taxi
companies solely based on an application to interact with its customers on one hand and
drivers on the other hand, operating in such a dynamic and complex environment, and
working on a million variables at the same time is driven by its necessity to stay smart using
machinery – not just finite computation but also high-order intelligence problems through
Artificial Intelligence. Ola and Uber are the leading taxi companies of the world where it
records your behavior, preferences, interests, and even your phone’s battery level. This helps
them determine demand, the resources to allocate, and set fares to maximize profit.
He has explained about the use of CAR Software System provides solutions to diagnose
car’s health and notify when something goes wrong, that helps customers keep track of
information about the CAR. Unlike other diagnostic apps, our product communicates
securely between cross platform vehicles, detects intrusion monitors battery and fuel
consumption and even remote controls car.
Accessing of Connected CARs using portable devices where a data scientist can able to
detect all the possible device and sensor properties, so that user can know the status of the
cars. Intrusion detection of the cars done using machine learning approach, so that
preventive measures can be taken in advance.
Dr. Nagesh H.R Professor & Head of Information Science & Engineering, spoke about the
importance of the workshop on IOT Connected Cars and the agenda of the workshop.
Dr. Shantharama Rai C Principal, AJIET, Mangaluru in his presidential speech mentioned
about the importance of communication devices in day to day activities of a human being.
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He life of humans, students have to transform them self by involving in learning new
technological skills. The phase at which changing technology can have the benefit of city life
anywhere within a decade. He also mentioned about technical workshop would encourage
students to exceed their potential and to embrace their abilities. Later guest highlighted
objectives of the workshop was to be discussed and deliberated on this issue with hands-on.
Mrs. Ashwini Sudarshana wife of Mr. Sudarshana Karala was also present in the stage with
respective Dignitaries. Ms Jennifer students of ISE 4th Semester anchored the gathering, Ms.
Varsha Shetty students of CSE of the 4th semester introduced the guest and Ms. Shreya V R
had concluded the session with the vote of thanks.

Car Software Systems
Key note speaker of the workshop started the session by giving example of machine
learning concepts like uber and ola (Online taxi service) will read the end user devices to
locate and offers a fee for taxi ride based on different criteria without need to disclose
end user information deliberately. So, it means if user devices or interconnected by
internet, application developer can able to collect the data (Internet Of Things) form the
apps without the knowledge of the user. From this information machine can able to
predict the future user selections.
The workshop started with brief introduction of car software systems by a workshop
tutor which includes software engineering concepts like requirement analysis to develop
interface software to interconnect with portable device and detect device and sensor
properties, so user can know the status of the car.
Hands-on Session
All the students gathered in CAD lab for hands on session, where systems are installed
with android studio, SDK and JDK for the interconnection of the iOS smartphones to
interfacing devices by iOS applications. Students are made to work with android studio
tool and able to interconnect with other portable devices with applications. Tools and
APIs required to build applications for the iPhone and iPad platforms using the iOS SDK.
User interface design for mobile devices and unique user interactions using multi-touch
technologies. Object-oriented design using model-view-controller paradigm, memory
management, Swift programming language. Other topics include: object-oriented
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database API, animation, mobile device power management, multi-threading,
networking and performance considerations.
Afternoon Session: Around 10 students group are made to interact speaker personally in
order to showing the interfacing of device with software tool. Along with basic tutorial
of programming in C language used to make the interfacing of devices and get to the
status of the car. Further in this regard if students are interested on developing program
on this concepts can able to learn with google class room with code as mentioned above.
Valedictory Function
In the beginning of the valedictory function participants have shared their valuable
experiences in attending the workshop. Dr. Nagesh H.R Professor & Head of Information
Science & Engineering has expressed in his views about the conduction of the workshop

and he has also thanked the resource person, members of CSE & ISE departments and
the participants for attending the workshop. The workshop was ended with vote of
thanks from Mr. Mrinal, student of 4th semester ISE and the valedictory function was
compered by Ms. Jennifer of 4th semester ISE. Workshop coordinators Mr. Madhu C.K,
Asst. Professor, Dept.of ISE and Mr. Rakesh M.R, Asst. Professor, Dept. of CSE were
also present during the valedictory function.
Snapshots of the workshop

Principal, Guests and HODs of CSE &ISE Departments
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Principal Dr. Shantharama Rai C Welcoming Guest Mr. Sudharsahana
Karkala

Mr. Sudharsahana Karkala addressing the Gathering
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Dr. Nagesh H R giving to momentum to Mr. Sudharsahana Karkala and Mrs.
Aswini Sudharshana

Recommendations
During the workshop several recommendations were made by the participants. Some of
the important points are
1- Students require this workshop to extend to 3 or more days if they need to learn
advancements in IOT with connected cars.
2- Resources available in the center should organize this training program for
students.
3- Helpful if Hands on Materials distributed in hardcopy.
4- Looking forward for similar workshop in future with advancement in IOT
subject.
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Meeting Agenda

Monday 23/04/2018
20/04/2018

Registration for Students

9:10 – 10:00

Inauguration


Welcoming Principal, Guest and HOD of CSE/ISE
on stage



Prayer by Students



Inauguration by Guest



Welcome speech by Principal and HOD of ISE

10:00 -- 10.30

Guest Talk

10:30 – 11:30

Introduction to Engineering Telematics- IOT Connected Cars

11:30 – 11:40

Tea Break

11:40 – 12:30

Installation of android studio and its supporting tools SDK
(Software Developer Kit )and JDK (Java Developer Kit)

12:30 – 13:10

Interconnecting devices with android studio emulator

13:10 – 14:00

Lunch Break

14:00 – 15:30

Demo on programming with iOS application development

15: 30 – 16:00

Valedictory Function
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Annex II List of Participants
Student Name

Student Name
31. SHASHANK H

1.

ADHYA RAI K

32. SHRIJAL J K

2.

ALEX G JAMES

33. SOWJANYA P

3.

ANVITHA RAI A

34. SRUJANA N

4.

ASHIKA K C

35. VARSHA SHETTY

5.

ASHIKA SAB

36. ZUHA VASEEM

6.

ASHWITHA K TITTY

37. ATHISH RAI

7.

ASTLE RUSSEL FERNANDEZ

38. DEVIKA

8.

AVANEESH A

39. JENNIFER PEREIRA

9.

B N RANJITH

40. MRINAL

10. CHIRANTHAN M V

41. P JENISHIA

11. DEEKSHA B. SHETTY

42. PRAJWAL K RAJESH

12. DEEKSHITH K

43. PRITHVI M S

13. GLEN REUBEN D'SOUZA

44. RAHISHA M RAFIQ

14. HITESH KUMAR SIWAN

45. SHREYA GANESH SHETTY

15. ISHWARYA LAKSHMI

46. SHREYA V R

16. JESLITA RODRIGUES

47. SIMI M SHETTY

17. K VISHAL SHET

48. SWASTIK S SHETTY

18. KARTHIK

49. TANVI SHETTY

19. KISHOR KUMAR

50. YASHASVI S. HEGDE

20. M K PUJA

51. PRASHANTHI D SHETTY

21. MANEESH RAJ

52. AKSHAY

22. MOHAMMED ASHAB

53. DHANUSH

23. MUHAMMED ASLAM S

54. GAGAN B M

24. NAYANA KRISHNA P

55. K.CHIRAG BHAT

25. NISHA U

56. MEGHANA A J

26. POOJA U

57. SHREYANKA R NAIK

27. PRAJWAL G RAO

58. SUHAN

28. RAMYA R
29. SAMPREETHA J
30. SAVYASHREE A
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Annex III

News Paper Clippings

Source 1: News Paper Clipping (Kannada) from Vijay Karnataka
Mangalore Edition (26/04/2018)

Source 2: News Paper Clipping (Kannada) from Udayavani
Mangalore Edition (26/04/2018)
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Source 2: News Paper Clipping (Kannada) from Vijayavani, Mangalore Edition (26/04/2018)
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